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Cyber Security: 
Threats to your business and to you, 
and how to protect both!

What Got Me Started?        This, & a friend’s loss.
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Billions of people had data stolen in 2018
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http://tallahasseedemocrat.fl.newsmemory.com/?publink=1b27dd362

▶Breaches and cyberattacks 
continue to escalate, “and it’s 
not like it’s slowing down,” said 
Gary Davis, chief consumer 
security evangelist for McAfee,
the California- based maker of 
antivirus and computer security 
software.

▶With “security fatigue, 
(consumers) just throw their 
hands up and say something 
bad is going to happen, so I 
should brace myself for it,” he 
said. “Or they say, ‘It’s not 
going to happen to me, it will 
happen to somebody else.’ ”

Equifax Breach

▶If you have a credit report, 
there’s a good chance that you’re 
one of the 143 million American 
consumers whose sensitive 
personal information was 
exposed in a data breach at 
Equifax

▶The breach lasted from mid-May 
through July. The hackers 
accessed people’s names, Social 
Security numbers, birth dates, 
addresses and, in some 
instances, driver’s license 
numbers.

Source: https://www.consumer.ftc.gov/blog/2017/09/equifax-data-breach-what-do
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Known threats – charted categorically

Iran-Linked DNS Hijacking Attacks Target 
Organizations Worldwide

6

▶The attacks have been aimed at 
government agencies, ISPs and 
other telecommunications 
providers, Internet infrastructure 
entities, and sensitive commercial 
organizations located across the 
Middle East, North Africa, North 
America and Europe.

▶Between January 2017 and 
January 2019. 

▶ https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2019/01/a-dns-hijacking-wave-is-targeting-

companies-at-an-almost-unprecedented-scale/

▶The hackers used three different 
methods to manipulate DNS records and 
intercept the victims’ traffic. 

▶One method involves logging into a DNS 
provider’s administration interface using 
compromised credentials and changing 
DNS A records in an effort to intercept 
email traffic. 

▶Another method involves changing DNS 
NS records after hacking into the victim’s 
domain registrar account.

▶“A large number of organizations have 
been affected by this pattern of DNS 
record manipulation and fraudulent SSL 
certificates,” 
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Beneath the Surface – a Deloitte report 7/2016

Technical Investigation
Customer breach notification
Post-breach customer protection
Regulatory Compliance
Public Relations
Attorney fees and litigation
Cybersecurity improvements
----------------------------------------
Insurance premium increases
Increased cost to raise debt
Impact of operational disruption or 
destruction
Lost value of customer 
relationships
Value of lost contract revenue
Devaluation of trade name
Loss of intellectual property

▶Yahoo admits security hack was 
three times worse than believed, 
hitting all 3 billion accounts

▶A probe has shown that all of its three 
billion user accounts were impacted in 
the attack which dated back to 2013. 

Yahoo! … why to have different passwords

Source: https://www.helpnetsecurity.com/2016/08/02/data-yahoo-users-sale/
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The 25 worst passwords of 2018
based on 5 million passwords leaked on the internet  Business Insider

▶1. 123456 (Rank unchanged 
from last year)
2. password (Unchanged)
3. 123456789 (Up 3)
4. 12345678 (Down 1)
5. 12345 (Unchanged)
6. 111111 (New)
7. 1234567 (Up 1)
8. sunshine (New)
9. qwerty (Down 5)
10. iloveyou (Unchanged)
11. princess (New)
12. admin (Down 1)
13. welcome (Down 1)

▶14. 666666 (New)
15. abc123 (Unchanged)
16. football (Down 7)
17. 123123 (Unchanged)
18. monkey (Down 5)
19. 654321 (New)
20. !@#$%^&* (New)
21. charlie (New)
22. aa123456 (New)
23. donald (New)
24. password1 (New)
25. qwerty123 (New) 

▶According to new research from identity management company SailPoint
one in five employees would be willing to sell their work passwords to 
another organization, up from one in seven last year.

▶Of those who would sell their passwords, 44 percent would do it for less 
than $1,000, and some for less than $100. This is made worse by the fact 
that 65 percent admit to using a single password among applications and 
32 percent share passwords with their co-workers.

▶Other findings include the worrying fact that more than two in five 
employees still have corporate account access after they leave their job. 
In addition 26 percent uploaded sensitive information to cloud apps with 
the specific intent to share data outside the company

▶WATCH FOR LIFE CHANGES, THINGS AFFECTING $$$

Password Selling By Employees – DANGER SIGNS

Source: http://betanews.com/2016/03/21/employees-would-sell-passwords/
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If Success is 86%, 14% fail - so still not safe

▶As many as 20 hotels in the US have been hit by malware, and 
fears are spreading that customer data, including credit card 
information, was stolen Source: http://betanews.com/2016/08/16/malware-20-us-hotels-ei-hotels-and-restaurants

▶Marriott announced the breach Nov. 19 but said unauthorized 
access to the database had gone on for as long as four years. 
Among the data potentially accessed: names, mailing address, 
phone number, email address, passport number, date of birth, 
gender, arrival and departure information, reservation dates and 
communication preferences. (relevant for social engineering & 
phishing) http://tallahasseedemocrat.fl.newsmemory.com/?publink=1b27dd362

Hotels … & why to travel with multiple cards
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▶In 2014, the Atlanta-based retailer reported a massive, months-
long breach that affected 56 million debit and credit cards. The 
company said that hackers had accessed the company's network 
using a third-party vendor's username and password.

▶Target, IRS
▶Like the IRS breach, the hackers in the Target attack used legitimate 

credentials to initially enter the system. They began with stolen 
credentials from an HVAC company that acts as a contractor to 
several Target locations. From that entry point, the hackers were able 
to exploit a previously unknown flaw in what was then traditional 
retailer point-of-sale encryption

Home Depot – THIRD PARTY VENDORS

Source: Associated Press

▶Why not more impact in the US?

▶Currency of choice used for payment?

Largest Ransomware Attack
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Bitcoin’s Price Was Artificially Inflated Last Year  
6/13/2018
▶A concentrated campaign of price 

manipulation may have accounted for 
at least half of the increase in the price 
of Bitcoin and other big 
cryptocurrencies last year

Source: https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/13/technology/bitcoin-price-
manipulation.html?rref=collection%2Fsectioncollection%2Fbusiness

Bitcoin Breaches New Milestone … then retreats $3642
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▶Verizon's Data Breach 
Investigation Report is different. 
The telecom giant creates it in 
concert with more than 67 
organizations, government 
agencies among them …

▶U.S. Secret Service, the U.S. 
Emergency Computer 
Readiness Team, the Anti-
Phishing Working Group, the 
National Cybersecurity and 
Communications Integration 
Center, Kaspersky Lab, Cisco 
Security Services and EMC.

Types of Attacks on Banks/Clients

Source: http://www.americanbanker.com/news/bank-technology/where-banks-are-most-vulnerable-to-cyberattacks-
now-1080671-1.html?
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Attack types:                      Ransomeware

21

Ryuk ransomware gang probably Russian, not North Korean

▶Experts believe TrickBot
operators use large spam 
campaigns to infect tens of 
thousands of victims, and then 
they select the infected 
computers they believe are on 
the networks of large 
companies or government 
organizations and deploy Ryuk
to maximize profits.

▶ https://www.zdnet.com/article/ryuk-ransomware-gang-probably-
russian-not-north-korean/

▶Attacks took place over the 
Christmas holiday  

▶The Ryuk ransomware is most 
likely the creation of Russian 
financially-motivated cyber-
criminals, and not North 
Korean state-sponsored 

▶PHISHING: A bogus email or text that appears to be from a business 
claiming you do business with them.  They request you click on their link.

▶SPEAR PHISHING: A bogus e-mail that appears to be from a business or 
someone you know.  It often appears as a “reply” to a previous 
conversation you had with that business or person.  

▶MASQUERADING or BOSS PHISHING: Hackers infiltrate email networks, 
impersonate executives and send instructions that perpetrate wire fraud. 

▶BEC or BUSINESS EMAIL COMPROMISE:  Scammers seek to socially 
engineer the employees of a business & similar domain names to gain 
access.

▶WHALING: Where the CEO/boss is impersonated in emailing instructions 
to send $

Phishing – all shapes & sizes (texts too)!
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HW Sample:

Most Successful
Social Media 
Phishing Emails


▶Common In The Wild 
Attacks

▶Microsoft: RE: Important Email 
Backup Failed

▶Microsoft/Office 365: Re: Clutter 
Highlight

▶(Bank) Contact info has been 
updated

▶(Bank) Fraudulent activity 
suspected on your account.

▶Amazon: Package Delivery Attempt

▶You have a secure message
https://betanews.com/2018/07/25/successful-phishing-lines/
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▶Hajime, a mysterious IoT botnet, 
now controls almost 300,000 
devices, according to Kaspersky 
Lab. 

▶The report also states that the 
botnet's true purpose is still 
unknown.

Botnet Armies

Source: https://go.newsfusion.com//security/item/918528
https://betanews.com/2017/05/01/hajime-botnet
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▶Internet-connected technology, also known as the 
Internet of Things (IoT), with smart assistants like Siri
and Alexa to cars, watches, toasters, fridges, 
thermostats, lights, and the list goes on and on.

But of much greater concern, enterprises are unable 
to secure each and every device on their network, 
giving cybercriminals hold on their network hostage 
with just one insecure device.

▶The hackers exploited a vulnerability in the 
thermostat to get a foothold in the network. 

▶https://thehackernews.com/2018/04/iot-hacking-thermometer.html?m=1

Casino Gets Hacked Through Its Internet-Connected 
Fish Tank Thermometer

▶A new report from IT research and 
consulting company Osterman 
Research reveals that employee 
turnover and attrition is the number one 
data protection concern for enterprises.

▶Of the organizations surveyed, 69 
percent indicate that they have suffered 
significant data or knowledge loss 
resulting from employees who had left 
the business.

Threat: Employee Turnover

Source: http://go.newsfusion.com/security/item/807221 
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▶Researchers have discovered a key flaw in the WPA2 WiFi encryption 
protocol that could allow hackers to intercept your credit card numbers, 
passwords, photos and other sensitive information. 

▶The flaws, dubbed "Key Reinstallation Attacks," or "Krack Attacks," are in 
the WiFi standard and not specific products. 

▶That means that just about every router, smartphone and PC out there 
could be impacted, though attacks against Linux and Android 6.0 or greater 
devices may be "particularly devastating," according to KU Leuven 
University's Mathy Vanhoef and Frank Piessens, who found the flaw.

https://www.engadget.com/2017/10/16/wifi-vulnerability-krack-attack/

Severe WiFi security flaw puts millions of devices at 
risk 

30

Hackers infect 500,000 consumer routers all over 
the world with malware 5/23/2018

▶Hackers possibly working for an 
advanced nation have infected 
more than 500,000 home and 
small-office routers around the 
world with malware that can be 
used to collect communications, 
launch attacks on others, and 
permanently destroy the devices 
with a single command, 
researchers at Cisco warned 

▶ https://arstechnica.com/information-
technology/2018/05/hackers-infect-500000-consumer-
routers-all-over-the-world-with-malware/?amp=1
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▶Never use WIFI outside your home for private info, or better yet unless a 
secure environment

▶If you are going to use WIFI, be sure you know what you’re using Never
auto-connect – tracking by unique ID

▶Lock your home/mobile hot spot  WIFI by creating a password 

WIFI

▶General software vulnerabilities
▶Eavesdropping
▶Denial of service
▶Bluetooth range is greater than you think
▶Bluetooth headsets
▶Country of manufacturing origin

Bluetooth 

Source: https://www.webroot.com/us/en/business/resources/articles/corporate-security/a-review-of-bluetooth-
attacks-and-how-to-secure-mobile-workforce-devices
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Top five MOBILE/Cell application vulnerabilities

33

▶Bad data storage practices

▶Malware

▶Unauthorized access

▶Lack of encryption

▶Data leaks from syncing

▶(Unlocked Hotspot Access)

▶ https://searchmobilecomputing.techtarget.com/tip/Top-five-mobile-application-
vulnerabilities

▶ https://www.information-age.com/security-vulnerabilities-mobile-devices-
123464616/

▶FOR PERSONAL BANK ACCOUNTS

▶Section 205.6 Liability of consumer for unauthorized transfers

▶Limits a consumer's liability for unauthorized electronic fund transfers, 
such as those arising from loss or theft of an access device, to $50; if the 
consumer fails to notify the depository institution in a timely fashion, the 
amount may be $500 or unlimited. 

▶BUSINESSES have 24 hours!

Regulation E: Electronic Fund Transfers

Source: Federal Reserve
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Charges Look Legitimate on Your Bill

What Can (Should) You Do?
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▶Do not link any account to your debit card as overdraft protection.

▶Instead, transfer funds into your account tied to your debit card (when 
needed).

▶Use Credit Cards, when possible.

▶Protect your PIN (sign when possible)

▶LIMIT balances with debit card access – transfer $ in as needed

▶Protect card with RFID – blocking device/sleeve

Debit Cards

Secret Service Warns of Chip Card Scheme Apr 2018

▶The U.S. Secret Service is warning financial institutions about a new 
scam involving the temporary theft of chip-based debit cards issued to 
large corporations. In this scheme, the fraudsters intercept new debit 
cards in the mail and replace the chips on the cards with chips from old 
cards. When the unsuspecting business receives and activates the 
modified card, thieves can start draining funds from the account.

▶RELEVANT: Access Control – locked mailbox
▶ https://krebsonsecurity.com/2018/04/secret-service-warns-of-chip-card-scheme/
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▶Nearly all copiers made since 2002 for 
business use, and some for home use, 
contain a hard drive that can store 
every copy made, item printed or fax 
scanned. 

▶While the information might be 
encrypted, it’s not usually a challenge 
for hackers to access details, including 
Social Security and telephone numbers, 
bank accounts and credit-card 
numbers, according to digital experts.

Threat:                    Copiers Are a Hidden Treasure

Source: https://www.edgeatl.com/blog/copiers-are-hidden-treasure-identity-thieves

▶We recently reported the news of a kid 
hacker breaking his way with ease into 
more than 160,000 printers worldwide.

▶Hackers can use vulnerabilities to 
capture old printing logs and steal 
sensitive information. They may also 
exploit these flaws to break into a 
networked device and move laterally 
through a business to gain more 
information.

▶Attackers can gain control of networked 
printers to use one company’s 
bandwidth to attack other businesses 
and individuals around the globe via 
DDoS

Printers Serve As Doormat to Network 3/14/2017

Source: https://go.newsfusion.com//security/item/873420
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▶Defines “personal information” breached

▶30 day discovery notice required to consumers

▶3rd party agents of covered entities get 10 days

▶If involves >500 FL residents, notify State

▶Business & State entities must reasonably protect data

▶Penalties up to $1000/day for 1st 30 days & $50k each subsequent 30 days 
to 180 days 

Florida Information Protection Act

Source: http://www.akerman.com/documents/res.asp?id=2002

▶There are four kinds of controls in all: preventive, detective, corrective and 
compensatory.

▶A Preventive control acts like a barrier to an attack. Security awareness training is 
another excellent example of a preventive control.

▶Detective controls are easier  - they detect. They know the door has been opened 
(i.e. a motion detector) and they either close it or alert someone. Other examples of 
detective controls include a system's monitoring applications, intrusion detection 
systems, and even anti-virus and anti-malware solutions.

▶Corrective controls fix or restore the environment. For example, applying the right 
security patches and upgrades is a corrective control. Restoring your data from 
backup is another corrective control.

▶Compensatory controls are those designed to compensate for some of the 
damage. A disaster recovery site is a compensatory control. Cyber insurance can 
also be a compensatory control. Even a backup generator, a second set of servers 
or computers, or the ability to switch over operations to another country, are 
compensatory controls.

How to Prevent Cyberattacks 9/19/2016

Source: http://www.americanbanker.com/bankthink/you-probably-cant-prevent-cyberattacks-but-heres-what-you-can-
do-1091370-

1.html?utm_medium=email&ET=americanbanker:e7665966:4495691a:&utm_source=newsletter&utm_campaign=daily
%20briefing-sep%2020%202016&st=email&eid=fde53dfe86654ae08b6cdc3d7e83eee0
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Proud Member of InfraGard

▶Recent InfraGard Update:

• A Private Industry Notification (PIN) concerning Wireless 
Keystroke Logger Disguised as USB Device has been posted 
to the InfraGard system. 

• KeySweeper is a covert device that resembles a functional 
Universal Serial Bus (USB) enabled device charger which 
conceals hardware capable of harvesting keystrokes from 
certain wireless keyboards. 

• If placed strategically in an office or other location where 
individuals might use wireless devices, a malicious cyber 
actor could potentially harvest personally identifiable 
information, intellectual property, trade secrets, passwords, or 
other sensitive information. 

• Since the data is intercepted prior to reaching the CPU, 
security managers may not have insight into how sensitive 
information is being stolen.

Proud Member of InfraGard – PHYSICAL Security
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▶Daily Research, Intelligence, and Vulnerability Email - January 9 
(AUTO-ISAC)

▶Suspected Foreign Cyber Actor Researched a Known Microsoft Office 
Memory Corruption Vulnerability and Android-Related Information 
(DHS)

▶Technical Indicators Associated with Suspected Russian State-
Sponsored Phishing Campaign (DHS)

▶Cyber Techniques and Possible Impacts of Activity Against the 
Emergency Services Sector (DHS)

▶The Cyber Shield – January 9 (NMCIWG)

▶Open Source News – January 9 (IT-ISAC)

45

Example of content from Infragard 1/10/19
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▶Victimized by ransomware, law firm 
sues insurer for $700K in lost billings

• It paid $25,000 in ransom, but the amount is far 
less than its lost billings, the Providence Journal 
reports 

• … same three months last year shows the firm 
had more than $700,000 in billings during the 
time period, according to the suit.

• Sentinel says it has paid the law firm the policy 
maximum of $20,000 for losses caused by 
computer viruses, which are covered under a 
computers and media endorsement.

Cyber Insurance 

Source: http://www.abajournal.com/news/article/victimized_by_ransomware_law_firm_sues_insurer_for_700k_in_lost_billings

How Businesses Protect Themselves
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How to Safeguard

▶Shielding your PC from fraudsters is free. 

▶Rapport performs three key security steps: 

• Keystrokes are encrypted as soon as the keys are pressed, defeating 
key-logging malware programs. 

• Web sites are authenticated before any login details are transmitted, 
ensuring passwords are not compromised. 

• Data is secured within the browser until it has been submitted to the 
verified, legitimate web site, preventing unauthorized access to 
sensitive data. 

IBM’s Trusteer Rapport
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▶Separate duties between staff that issue payments vs. those 
that reconcile the bank accounts. 

▶Require Dual Authorization for all monetary transactions; your 
bank requires it on all ACH and wire transfers. 

▶Conduct a Daily Transaction Review for all outgoing items!

• ACH, wires, and checks

▶Remotely Deposited Checks – Void/secure checks once they 
are remotely deposited and destroy them according to your 
bank’s retention period. 

▶Validate Vendor Information by requiring confirmation prior to 
paying an invoice from a new vendor or processing a change of 
address request. 

Internal Procedures 

▶Lifelock

▶Legal Shield (Kroll)

▶ID Protect

▶AnnualCreditReport.com

▶CreditKarma.com

▶Credit Locking

▶Visa Alerts

Personal Credit / Protection
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▶Hackers prey on the inexperienced

▶Is it easier to break down a wall or 
walk in the front door?

▶Cybersecurity is everyone’s
responsibility

Why Every Staff Member Has a Role

Source: http://www.itproportal.com/features/cybersecurity-why-every-member-of-staff-has-a-role-to-play/

Contact 

Ben Graybar, VP

Commercial Banker

Hancock Whitney Bank

Ben.Graybar@HancockWhitney.com

850 556 0771 text/cell

To keep updated, download the FREE app below: 

http://go.newsfusion.com/security/download
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